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The Anatomy of a Press Release
How to write and format a press release for electronic
distribution.
Introduction
The emergence of the Internet has changed the landscape for press
relations.
Targeting print journalists alone is no longer sufficient to get your news ‘out
there’, but ‘spin’ proclaiming ‘all PR’ is now online or solely for ‘inbound
marketing’ is misplaced and fails to recognize that the core purpose of PR is
to build your brand through market influencers talking about and endorsing
your company
Persuading prospective buyers to visit your website is a whole lot easier if
they recognize that you are a brand leader, which is something that ‘pr
online marketing’ alone is poorly equipped to achieve.
Print journalists therefore remain an important part of building brands and
they contribute to the success of your online marketing projects. This
valuable target pool should not be ignored nor should you assume they will
‘find you’ online.
It is equally important to recognize that the print journalist only has a few
moments to use your release and therefore appreciates a release formatted
for their purpose.
Over 92% of journalists prefer to receive the news they are interested in by
email, which is why it is important to avoid your news being listed on page 5
of the traditional newswires, buried amongst 1000s of other news releases.
So, include links to rich media and backup content, but do so in a manner
that respects the needs of all the ‘consumers’ of your news. This way you
will have more success in achieving your PR goals.
www.targetwire.com is the only news distribution service that reaches both
channels simultaneously (direct email and online listing) and provides more
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opportunities to build your brand , gain the mindshare of journalists and
endures that your prospects and customers see your news in more than one
place.
You can be very effective if you follow a few simple steps to crafting a
release suitable for both targeted email and on-line distribution.
Writing your Press Release for both Targeted Email Distribution and
On-Line Listing for SEM and SMM
A conventional press release is typically a brief document of one to three
double-spaced written pages announcing news and relevant information
about a company, product or service to media professionals.
Email messages are normally shorter because email client software allows
the user to set limits on the size of the messages and long messages can be
truncated.
For this reason we discourage companies from sending very lengthy email
news releases.
You have about 100 characters for your subject headline and no more than
500 words of text organized into five or six, short two to three sentence
paragraphs.
It is always important to include your logo to establish the brand identity
and your contact details to allow the journalist to follow up directly (this
does happen).
Information like photographs, rich content, bios of company executives,
white papers and other supporting documents that are usually included in a
printed media kit may be published online through a landing page on your
website.
We stress a ‘landing page’; specifically crafted for the release that provides
valuable supporting information.
Don’t just include a link to your website and expect the journalist to find
what you want to tell them – Give them a place with all the important
‘takeaways’ in one place.
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Information to include in your news release
1. A compelling email subject header and headline
Remember you must gain attention with your headline.
• If you don’t attract journalists with this line, they simply will not

read on. It takes the average person 48% longer to understand
a statement containing a negative than a statement expressing
a positive so don’t use negative headlines.

• Don’t end your headline at the right margin, or the eye will stop

there too. Break it into two or more lines, and let the first line
of body copy start one third of the way into the page. The eye
then progresses naturally from headline into copy.

2. Offer your key benefit or strength
So many releases start weak and end strong.
• If you want the reader to keep reading you must start strong,

then follow quickly with subordinate news, benefits or text.

• Ensure you give the reader proof of your statements by using

independent reports, testimonials or information from a nonbiased source like a university professor or software reviewer.

3. Include a ‘Boilerplate’
• Include a short paragraph at the end of your release – the

boilerplate - containing background information about the
company.

• This might include a synopsis of the company, how long they

have been in business, and any area of expertise.

• If the press release is about a book or entertainer then cover

career high-points.
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The Six most common mistakes
1. Not testing.
Seemingly trivial differences - minute changes - can double or
treble your coverage. Every time you send a release you can test
something.
2. Not laying a path for the eye.
Deliberate devices of phrase and design should lead the reader
through the copy.
3. Speed and timing.
Failing to act fast when a PR opportunity comes up can result in a
lost windfall of publicity.
4. Spelling.
Don’t trust your word processing program to catch errors in
grammar and spelling. Spell for your intended audience (US
Spelling for USA, UK Spelling for Europe)
5. Failing to monitor clippings as a result of your release.
This can give you valuable insight into timing, topics, writing style.
6. Failing to include contact information.
Many releases are sent with no way for the journalists to follow up
- provide mobile, telephone, email.
Words
Involve as many news reasons for the journalist to ‘buy’ your story.
Remember, journalists are most often interested in what is ‘New’, ‘Free’ or
‘Amazing’.
Prune your release of dead words and phrases by checking against the
following list:
•
•
•
•
•

Desperate metaphors
Unnecessary words (In order to, for the purpose of)
Words of three syllables or more (utilize versus use)
Accidental slang or colloquialisms
Repetitions of the same words. Don’t keep starting sentences with
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company name!
Overlong sentences
Vague statements ‘such as most’, when you can truthfully say ‘67%’
Passive words. Turn them into active verbs
Latinate words. Turn them into Anglo Saxon e.g. approximately =
about, modify = change.
Hype. Substantiate every claim or you will lose your credibility
The future tense. ‘It provides’ is better than ‘it will provide’. Imply
the benefits are already there.

Where to place rich content
You should always include your logo at the start of the news release. This
supports brand recognition, but don’t be drawn into embedding rich content
and URLs into the body of the release.
Removing links can be time consuming, so make it easy for the journalist
and blogger to copy your text into his article.
If you have riddled your release with links they might just ‘pass’ on this
occasion.
Place all of your rich content, keywords and links after your boilerplate and
contact details.
The journalist will find them and can study them at their leisure.
But remember!
Don’t just include your website URL; Build a specific landing page that
enables you (and search engines) to discover more about the importance of
your news.
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The PASSWORD checking system
Check your news release with the PASSWORD system!
P propose:
Introduce the key benefits quickly. THE HEADLINE, PHOTO, SUBHEADS,
AND THE CAPTIONS
A assert:
Use POWER WORDS that make your story dramatic and compelling.
S specify:
Those benefits had better be precise, factual, NUMBER THEM.
S support :
Give endorsements, testimonials, research data. CREDIBILITY FACTORS.
W weight:
Name your satisfied customers, big name quotes and references. 3RD
PARTY REFERENCES.
O overcome:
Anticipate the journalists ‘so what’ objections; and throw them back in a
positive way, as plusses.
R reiterate:
Repeat your main benefits over and over, in different words.
D drama:
Use active verbs and short snappy sentences. Create the feeling that this is
happening now.
S solicit:
Make it easy for the journalist to respond, telephone and email give contact
details.
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Example Release
Logo
Links to images

Body of the release
without hyperlinks

Boilerplate

Links to additional
information and
landing pages
Key Contact
Information
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About Targetwire
Targetwire is the world's first fully profiled global news distribution service enabling you
to distribute your press releases instantly onto the desk of every journalist in your target
market on the right day, at the right time, in the right language, ensuring maximum
response rates to your release.
We profile our distribution to your target markets, by country, by market, by journalist,
sending the news release from your company as an e-mail and add your company’s
logo and contact details with a direct hyperlink to your website or landing page.
This maximises brand building of your PR campaigns and gives your release Pole
position every single time.
And we contribute to inbound marketing and off-page search engine optimisation by
also distributing your release online and to social media such as Twitter
Targetwire is a flat rate service (based on the number of countries) without the need for
subscription, with no text limits or ‘hidden’ charges for logos, or links.
Register at www.targetwire.com,
email info@targetwire.com
call (USA) +1 561 228 1940
(UK) +44 207 993 8211
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